Nanograssed Zigzag Structures To Promote Coalescence-Induced Droplet Jumping.
To increase the efficiency of jumping-droplet condensation, this study proposes a hierarchical superhydrophobic surface that promotes coalescence-induced jumping. Inspired by the phenomenon in which a growing droplet moves spontaneously within a superhydrophobic V structure, we fabricated nanograssed zigzag structures on the surface to induce the spontaneous motion of condensed droplets. The direction of the motion was parallel to the surface, so the condensed droplets easily coalesced on it. Compared with a conventional nanograssed superhydrophobic surface, the proposed surface increased the frequency of coalescence-induced jumping by ≥17 times and increased the cumulative volume of jumping droplets by ∼1.8 times. The proposed surface has great potential to increase the efficiency of applications such as water- and energy-harvesting and cooling systems that exploit jumping-droplet condensation.